SUCCESS STORY

CHALLENGE

The Customer:
The Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation strives to
protect and promote their uniqueness in
their cultural and spiritual values. They
strive to live in harmony and respect the
Creator and all creation.
They are committed to their I'sga beliefs
and utilize every resource that the
Creator has bestowed upon them to
empower their people, spiritually,
emotionally, physically and mentally.
Governance is handled under the
authority of the Alexis Chief and Council
and through the portfolio system, the
department’s mandate is to manage and
oversee the band’s day-to-day
operations.
Mission:
To protect our nation’s unique cultural
values while developing and
implementing sound business practices.

Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation lacked the tools to effectively process financial
transactions and create reports with budgets that were required by the Chief and
Council. They needed a system to handle they many programs and to effectively
process non profit payroll.
With the changing requirements of the Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation the current
financial solutions could not accommodate any more change. The mission of
developing and implementing sound business practices required more robust
financial reporting and budgeting.
The organization began the search for a better solution. Asyma Solutions
presented a system that would fully integrate their current reporting
requirements with a Sage 300 system. The system would be able
to handle the requirements for divisions and budgeting reporting with the ability
to handle future requirements for functionality such as enhanced cash
management as required by the Band.
As stated by Valarie Alexis “Asyma Solutions is extremely helpful and insures we
receive the most suitable services to meet our needs!"

SOLUTION
Sage 300 accounting and payroll software was the solution combined with the
special processes and procedures developments by Alexis and Asyma to meet
their requirements.

Industry:
Non profit – Public Administration

Website:
www.alexisnakotasioux.com

Systems Profile:
Sage 300 (Accounting, Payroll)

Asyma Solutions together with the Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation designed special
reporting for Chief and Council to allow for better control of the
bands divisional budgets and finances.
According to Valarie Alexis “We continue to make improvements to our processes.
We are able to access unlimited support for a set monthly fee without the worry
of additional charges”.
Software is 50% of the solution. Designing, implementing
and training in the use of effective processes and procedures is the
other 50% to make a solution work.

GUIDING GREAT BUSINESSES

SUCCESS STORY

About Asyma:

RESULT

Guiding Great First Nations
Asyma Solutions LTD believes
customers deserve systems
that work.
We believe in using technology and
management best practices as
effectively as possible to help your
organization succeed.
This is done by providing innovative
and sound proactive professional
advice, products and services to
enhance the financial well-being of
your organization.

Sage 300 accounting and payroll provides Alexis Nakota Sioux Nation with an
efficient environment for enhanced processing and streamlined reporting for both
current and future requirements. Chief and council are able to obtain all of the
financial information that they require.
Long-term support is critical to the success of any software implementation.
Asyma is in business for the long haul and base our business on building long term
relationships with our customers. Our support contract options provide easy
access to our team of highly skilled consultants which takes the risk out of having a
solution fail. Continued process reviews, support and training is the only way for
Alexis to continue to grow and use the systems as effectively as possible.
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